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Abstract

This article focuses on the implications of administrative “undocumentedness”, arguing that a lack of legal recognition across jurisdictional boundaries has parallels whether international or inter-municipal. In Canada and China, migrant workers only began receiving significant public attention in the past 20 years. Canada has had a boom in the use of the Temporary Foreign Worker Program yet tightening immigration procedures overall have led to a rise in the number of undocumented workers. While in China, most rural-to-urban migrants move without transferring their hukou residency registration. The authors argue that there are surprising parallels in the policy frameworks governing access to social rights for undocumented migrants in Quebec and in Shanghai, parallels that create social exclusion. Mutual lessons for addressing the social rights of irregular migrants are discussed.
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Introduction

This article offers a reflection on the ways in which the social exclusion of migrant workers through administrative “undocumentedness” poses a surprisingly similar challenge to both Canada (Quebec) and China (Shanghai). For the purposes of this article, we speak of “undocumentedness” not as the complete absence of legal identity papers, but rather the lack of proper documentation that would confer a full access to social rights and implying the lack of legitimate presence within a given jurisdiction (Varsanyi 2006, Meloni et al. 2014). We are concerned about the ways in which the lack of state recognition of the legitimacy of a person’s presence in a specific polity interferes with their ability to access the resources necessary for a good quality of life and with their ability to participate in and contribute fully to the collective (Sassen 2002).

Two countries with vastly different populations, different economies and different histories of migration – Canada with a history of immigration supplementing internal migration; China with a history of emigration and, today, a focus on internal migration – Canada and China have nonetheless both found themselves in a situation in which national policy choices have led to an undesired increase in the number of undocumented migrant workers. These migrants and their families then find themselves excluded from the social rights provided by provincial governments, in the case of Canada, and municipal governments, in the case of China.

Here we offer insights from our respective studies on the experiences of undocumented

---

3 In the case of Canada’s international migration, this would be stateless persons; in China, this could be children whose birth was never officially registered and who, correspondingly, have no hukou registration.
migrants in Quebec, Canada and Shanghai, China. We begin the article with a brief portrait of
the undocumented population in these two locales. The central part of the article reviews the
social policies of exclusion, specifically in relation to legal migratory status, labour rights, and
access to healthcare, education and housing. Given the influence of this exclusion on migrant
workers and their families, we conclude the article with reflections on the lessons that can be
drawn from these two case studies and the potential policy solutions to the dilemma of
undocumented migrants.

**Portrait of migrant workers in Canada and China**

Internationally, there is recognition that international labour migration is a formidable
economic and social force, with upwards of 150 million people on the move (4% of the global
population), outside of their country of origin either working or seeking work, with men
outnumbering women (56% versus 44%) (ILO 2015). Workers also migrate within their
countries of nationality for work, a phenomenon that also has major implications for
development and for the lives of workers (Deshingkar & Grimm 2005). As a region, North
America receives the highest proportion of international labour migrants (25% of the world’s
labour migrants) while East Asia receives only 4% (second lowest) (ILO 2015). In East Asia,
demand for labour is satisfied by internal migration instead of international. As we will discuss
here, however, in China, the *hukou* system - the household registration system used by the
central government to control people’s movements as well as the allocation of jobs and social
services – creates many parallels between internal migration within China and international
migration elsewhere. In both contexts, mobility without administrative approbation can lead to
a state of “undocumentedness” with many implications.

In order to understand the reality of undocumented workers in the two jurisdictions of Quebec, Canada and Shanghai, China, we must first consider the reality of migrant workers in general. In Canada, we speak of immigrants, foreign-born individuals now living and working in Canada. In China, in contrast, we speak of internal, typically rural-to-urban, migrant workers, Chinese citizens who are living and working away from their birth hukou region. As can be seen in Table 1, there are remarkable parallels in migration trends in the two countries, with an increase of migrants with precarious legal status, as we will discuss in later sections.

Migrant Workers in Canada

While the absolute numbers of migrants in Canada is a tiny fraction of those in China, the proportions are similar. As a colonial settler country, Canada has long had immigration as a cornerstone of economic and political growth. In recent years, however, there has been a shift away from permanent migration towards temporary migration, representing a growth in what many call “precarious status” (Goldring, Berinstein, and Bernhard 2009). In 2000, 227,000 permanent residents and 67,000 temporary foreign workers (TFWs) entered Canada. Five years later, new permanent residents had increased by 15% to 262,000, while the number of TFWs had increased by 42% to 95,000. By 2011, new permanent residents had actually decreased to 249,000, while the number of TFWs increased by 76% to reach 167,000 (CIC, 2014). TFWs only represented about 1% of the Canadian population (StatsCan, 2012), but if

---

4 Because Canadian citizens are free to move within the country without any need for state approval and without any significant barriers to registering in a new province or city, we do not include here a discussion of the internal migration of Canadians seeking work, although it also represents a significant number.

5 These numbers do not include any dependents that may have accompanied TFW permit holders, while the Chinese numbers cited below do include other household members than the principal breadwinner.
we consider the foreign-born population in Canada in general, we have 21% of the total (StatsCan, 2013), very similar to China’s 20% migrants cited below.

Obtaining statistics on the number of undocumented migrants in Canada is extremely difficult (Ellis 2015). The most recent governmental estimates are broad and inexact, offering a range of between 80,000 to 500,000 individuals (Tilson, 2009, Meloni et al. 2014, Magalhaes, Carrasco, and Gastaldo 2010), with general agreement that they are concentrated in the large urban centres of Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver (StatsCan, 2013). Estimates for Montreal range from 40,000 to 200,000 individuals, a very small proportion of both the total number of foreign born living in Montreal and of the city population overall (only 1-3% of Montreal’s nearly 4 million) (StatsCan, 2015). It is important to note that, in contrast to the situation of undocumented migrants in the United States or Europe, the vast majority of undocumented migrants in Canada entered legally and simply have not been able to maintain legal status because their visas have expired and they have not been able to renew their status (Hanley et al. 2006, Goldring, Berinstein, and Bernhard 2009). And while the Canadian government tends to paint this population as a security threat (Crépeau and Nakache 2006, Magalhaes, Carrasco, and Gastaldo 2010), they have generally passed both health and criminality screening prior to entry.

Migrant workers in China

In the last three decades, China has gone through rapid urbanization, and rural-to-urban migrants have been a large proportion of the increase in urban population. In 2000, there were more than 100 million migrants in China (NBS, 2000). According to the 1% population sample survey, there were 147 million migrants in 2005, a 47% increase (Duan & Yang, 2009). And
the recent national census reported that the migrant population has reached 261 million, a 77% increase and now representing approximately 20% of China’s population (NBS, 2011). Migrants come to cities for employment and economic gain, and most of them were concentrated in central and coastal provinces or provincial cities such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong, and Zhejiang, where economic development was more advanced.

In 2005, there were 5.81 million migrants in Shanghai and 10 years later, in 2015, the number had reached 9.81 million, 40% of the total city population of 24.25 million (SSB, 2016), making Shanghai one of China’s municipalities with the most concentrated migrant population (NBS, 2011). Of note for the purposes of this article, 7.7 million of Shanghai’s migrants remained with a rural hukou registration (SSB, 2016), effectively leaving them undocumented in terms of access to urban employment right and welfare services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Canada</th>
<th>China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>227,000 new permanent residents (PR)</td>
<td>67,000 TFWs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>262,000 new PR</td>
<td>95,000 TFWs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15% increase</td>
<td>42% increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 (last Cdn census) &amp; 2010 (last Chinese census)</td>
<td>249,000 PR</td>
<td>167,000 TFWs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5% decrease</td>
<td>76% increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21% of total population foreign-born</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Montreal’s undocumented population: Estimated 40,000-200,000</td>
<td>Undocumented in Shanghai: 7.1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-3% of urban population</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Migration parallels in Canada and China, as cited in text

As we can see in this table, both Canada and China have experienced important growth and parallel trends in the number of migrant workers. Policy differences, however, have resulted in differing proportions of workers facing social exclusion.
Policy frameworks of social exclusion

According to Sen (2000), social exclusion can be a combination of deprivations that causes individuals’ and groups’ incapability to participate in social, economic, political and cultural systems. While social exclusion is a multidimensional concept and varies among studies (Hick 2012), Burchard et al.’s definition is appropriate for the current discussion: an individual is socially excluded if he or she is a geographical resident in a society, but for reasons beyond his or her control, he or she cannot participate in the normal activities of citizens in that society. The normal activities in which an individual may wish to participate varies according to social context (Burchardt et al., 1999). Social policy can function as a part of mechanism that acts to systematically connect or detach groups of people from the social, economic, political or cultural mainstream (Walker & Walker 1997, Giddens 1998), or access social rights in the case of undocumented migrants.

In this section, we review the different ways in which national migration policy has created a framework of exclusion for undocumented workers in both China and Canada. We are concerned about the way in which social policy, out of concern for jurisdictional and citizenship entitlements, has been intentionally designed to exclude undocumented workers (Chan 2010, Wu 2010, Goldring & Landholt 2013, Preibisch & Otero 2014), creating a situation in line with Sen’s (2000) definition of social exclusion. We draw upon case studies of the jurisdictions of Shanghai and Quebec, each responsible for the enforcement of labour standards and the provision of social benefits for their local populations, and critique the labour, health, education and housing exclusions faced by undocumented and other migrant workers.
Legal Migratory Status

Migration status in Quebec, Canada

Migrants to Quebec have their immigration status determined principally by the federal government. As mentioned above, undocumented migrants in Canada have overwhelmingly entered Canada legally, having passed the health and security screenings required in order to obtain a temporary residence permit for such activities as tourism, post-secondary education or employment. These people can become undocumented for a number of reasons: they cease to do the activity for which they entered (i.e. stop studying or working); their visa expires and they do not apply to renew it; their application for a visa renewal is denied (Magalhaes, Carrasco, and Gastaldo 2010).

It is believed that a particularly large proportion of those who become undocumented were originally refugee claimants whose claims were denied. Rather than leave the country, they choose to live in Canada undocumented. Since the 9/11 terrorist attacks in the United States, Canada has implemented a series of reforms to the refugee determination system that many advocates argue pushes refugee claimants into illegality (Arbel and Brenner 2014). The first was the 2002 “Safe Third Country” agreement with the United States. In effect since 2004, this agreement prohibits refugee claims in Canada by people who have passed through the United States, and vice versa. While exceptions exist for people with family members in Canada, many others who wanted to claim asylum in Canada for a host of reasons (personal, political) found themselves unable to take the legal route of a refugee claim. More recently, in 2012, major reforms were introduced that offered expedited (read perfunctory) treatment of refugee claims from “designated countries of origin”, designated by the Canadian state to be unlikely to produce true, rather than “bogus”, refugees (Bond and Wiseman 2014). The result has been
fewer claims and people from legitimate refugee-producing states such as Mexico and Hungary (Roma population) being pushed into illegality.

The second group adversely affected by recent reforms is temporary foreign workers (TFWs) (Wang and Zong 2014, Foster 2012). This programme has exploded since 2002, when the government opened the programme to a much broader spectrum of occupations, particularly those designated “low-skill”. Before 2002, there were specific programs for farmworkers and domestic caregivers, but since then use of the programme has exploded into many sectors (Fudge and MacPhail 2009, Wang and Zong 2014). When their dependents are included in the statistics, TFW entries to Canada have surpassed permanent residents since 2007 (Faraday 2012). While most TFWs would like to be able to settle permanently in Canada, only those with jobs requiring post-secondary training are generally able to do so. When the government introduced the “4-and-4” rule in 2011, it meant that TFWs were limited to 4 years of temporary work permits before being forced to leave Canada for 4 years. While higher skilled TFWs were able to apply for permanent residency after 4 years, low-skill workers could not. There is a concern that, since June 2015, many low-skill TFWs may be being pushed into illegality because they can no longer renew their work permits and they cannot afford to return home to un- or underemployment.

Life is very difficult for undocumented migrants in Canada. They are excluded from virtually all public services and are subject to detention and rapid deportation if they are apprehended by immigration authorities (Magalhaes, Carrasco, and Gastaldo 2010, Meloni 2013, Varsanyi 2006). Their options for regularization are limited.

Migration status in Shanghai, China
Similarly, migrant workers in China are intentionally excluded from permanent residence in their host cities, residency which is required if they are to enjoy full health and social welfare services within the jurisdiction. Yet their labour is in high demand. Under the original *hukou* system, population mobility was forbidden, especially from rural to urban, under the command economy. It was stipulated in the document ‘Interim regulations on urban household administration’ that “all those who move should first notify the local public security offices of change of residence, cancel the census record of the former abode, and apply for a change-of-residence permit.” (Article 5).

In the late 1970s China started implementing more open economic policies. Rural workers began migrating to cities for employment as a result of long-term rural economic failure and the attraction of industrial revival in the cities. This unauthorized migration was at first seasonal, with farmers spending part of the year in cities and returning home during harvest seasons. Faced with growing irregular population movements and in response to the undeniable demand for more workers in the cities, the state gradually loosened the mobility restrictions of the *hukou* system. In 1984, the State Council decided to allow farmers and their dependents to move to designated towns for permanent settlement, referred to as “blue seal” *hukou*, provided they met certain conditions so that they did not create a financial burden to the State (Chan & Zhang, 1999). The “blue seal” *hukou* policy was terminated in the late 2000s, however, as the growing numbers of well-off migrants who wanted to transfer their *hukou* status to permanent urban citizens through “blue seal” *hukou* created great pressure on metropolises’ public services.

In 1985, temporary residence permits were proposed by the Ministry of Public Security, which allowed rural migrants to legally work and reside in cities without acquiring local *hukou*
registration (Liu, 2001). This resulted in what some researchers called an “incomplete urbanization” and an urban underclass with an inferior socio-economic status, for the residence of these rural migrants in cities were only temporary with being excluded to social benefits enjoyed by their urban counterparts.

Moreover, there were strict procedures for obtaining the permits, which expired every six months, and migrants without valid temporary residence permits faced compulsory detention and repatriation to their home origins. In 1992, the forced detention and repatriation system was abolished.

In contrast to the political slogan “to build up a harmonious society” adopted by the political authorities with the intention of reducing tensions and social conflicts, there has been a widening income gap and growing disparities between rural and urban citizens. In response to the social outcry for equality of opportunities and rights for migrant workers, the government began adopting more flexible policies in 2000; restrictions on rural-to-urban migration were further reduced and equal opportunities were promoted, with the goal of eventually integrating the local and migrant labour markets in urban areas. Aiming to maintain economic and social stability, the central government has decentralized power to local governments in the process of economic and welfare reform. Local governments now have autonomy in making hukou transfers and determining relevant welfare policies in accordance with local interests. For example, in July 2014, the State Council proposed the “Opinion to further reforming the hukou system in China”, which aims to reduce barriers to rural-to-urban migrants transferring their status to urban citizens, allowing them to enjoy equal services and welfare entitlements with urbanites (State Council, 2014).
The city of our case study, Shanghai, is applying Point Redemption Policy that allows migrants access to certain public services after passing the points test, similar to the visa schemes that have existed for international migrants since 2013 (and in fact, very similar to the points system used by Canada to determine eligibility for permanent residency). The points test includes age, education, occupation, years of work in Shanghai and contribution to Shanghai local social insurance programs. Although the Point Redemption Policy does not provide ways to transfer hukou status to local urban hukou, it reduces the threshold of rural-to-urban migrants’ access certain urban public services, such as children’s education, public employment services, public health services and family planning services, and legal aid services, etc. (Xinhua news, 2013).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Canada’s International Migration</th>
<th>China’s Internal Migration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Citizenship</td>
<td>Urban Hukou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Residency</td>
<td>Residence Permit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Foreign Worker</td>
<td>Temporary Residence Permit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undocumented Migrant</td>
<td>Unregistered Rural-to-Urban Migrant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Parallels in Migration Policy in Canada and China

As we can see in this table, both Canada and China have instituted a policy framework for labour migration that applies a continuum from full social inclusion (citizenship or urban hukou) to relative social exclusion (undocumented workers). In both contexts, irregular migrants are seen more as a security threat than a human rights problem. The state is very uncomfortable with the idea of an undocumented population within their cities but responds somewhat differently in the two contexts. Let us turn now to the implications of this undocumented living in terms of labour, health, education and housing. In the case of Canada, these are provincial jurisdictions so we will speak of our case study of Quebec. In China, they
are municipal responsibilities, so we will speak of Shanghai.

Labour rights

Labour rights for irregular migrants in Quebec

Non-citizens in Canada can gain the right to work in a number of ways (Sikka, Lippel, and Hanley 2011). Refugee claimants and international students, for example, can obtain open work permits (giving the right to work in any job) while they are in Canada for the purposes of their visa (Jackson and Bauder 2014, Faraday 2014). TFWs, however, can only work in jobs that the employer has demonstrated they are unable to hire a Canadian worker. Their subsequent work permit is tied to that specific job, removing any labour market mobility (Foster 2012). Of note, however, is that anyone with a legal work permit in Canada is, by law, guaranteed equal treatment with locals in terms of the provincially-administered labour-related benefits such as labour standards, health and safety, worker’s compensation and unemployment insurance (Fudge and MacPhail 2009, Sikka, Lippel, and Hanley 2011).

The same cannot be said for those working without a legal work permit, especially for undocumented migrants. Any work without a work permit is illegal and people engaging in undocumented work are effectively excluded from the entire Quebec labour rights regime, unless they can demonstrate that their undocumented work was undertaken “in good faith” (Sikka, Lippel, and Hanley 2011). For example, a refugee claimant (with legal immigration status in Canada) did not realize they needed a work permit. Or a former TFW was told by their employer that their work permit had been renewed when it hadn’t been. It is difficult to prove such “good faith”, however, so undocumented workers find themselves unprotected from exploitation with non-payment of wages, dangerous work conditions or disrespectful treatment.
a common phenomenon. In addition, Canada Border Service Agency sometimes raids workplaces believed to be employing undocumented workers, which can lead to their detention and rapid deportation with few implications for the employer. This remains an uncommon occurrence but forms the basis of threats used against workers.

**Labour rights for migrants in Shanghai**

Unlike undocumented migrants in Canada, rural-to-urban migrants in China have the right to work, but the right is usually not under legal labour protection. Therefore, migrant workers often faced problems in their employment including low income levels, unequal pay, excessive work overtime, and delayed payments or in arrears (Lee, 2012; Wang, Guo, & Cheng, 2014).

In the 1990s, many cities kept restricted employment in certain industries and occupations for local residents only. Rural-to-urban migrants were required to obtain an ‘employment certificate’, only possible if the job could not be filled by local residents (Zhu, 1999; Wang, 2006). Since 2003, however, the central government has decreed that migrant workers should enjoy the same rights and status as locals and confirmed the status of migrant workers as “workers”, rather than as peasants as indicated in their hukou registration, and stated that they must be treated as other workers, with all the rights and protections stipulated in the Labour Law (State Council, 2003). The Labour Law was revised in 2007 with detailed provisions for labour contracts and protections that favour migrant workers. For example, the new law required all workers, including migrant workers, to have a written contract and stated that any employer with an employee without a written labours contract was required to double his or her wages for each month worked without a contract beginning with the second month (National People’s Congress, 2007).
Furthermore, the State Council proposed “Opinions on Resolving the Problems Faced by Migrant Workers”, pledging to resolve problems such as low wages and wage arrears, bringing the labour management of rural migrants into line with legal regulations, job-seeking services and occupational training, etc (State Council, 2006). It also regulated that equal access to labour-related welfare programs should be extended to migrant workers, referred to as the “Urban Five”, which is a national insurance program established for migrant workers based on contributions from both employers and employees. It covers basic healthcare, old age pension, unemployment insurance, on-the-job injury, and maternity benefits for working mothers (Xu et al., 2011). These laws reflect a major shift in central government’s attention to labour protection, however, their success is still under doubt. These reforms fail to advance a unified approach for lifting the hukou system’s control over migrants and it has decentralized the fiscal responsibilities of labour protection to local government, while taking little responsibility for welfare provision for rural-to-urban migrants (Cheng et al., 2015).

In Shanghai, the government started implementing a “comprehensive insurance system” to extend insurance coverage for on-the-job injuries, hospital treatment, and old-age pension to rural-to-urban migrants in 2002 (Municipal of Shanghai, 2002). The system was updated in 2009 so that rural-to-urban migrants are allowed to participate in the “Urban Five” programs if their employers are willing to contribute (Municipal Shanghai, 2009). However, unlike the national insurance programs that have tri-parties responsibility (workers, employers, and the government), employers are the only contributors to the Shanghai insurance fund. Therefore, migrants with informal employment or self-employed migrants were left unprotected.
Access to healthcare

Access to health for migrants in Quebec

In terms of access to healthcare in Quebec, we again see a stark divide between migrant workers who have work permits versus those who are undocumented (Sikka, Lippel, and Hanley 2011, Rousseau et al. 2013). Those with closed work permits for more than 6 months qualify for the same provincial Medicare as Canadian citizens for the duration of their work contract. In contrast, undocumented are clearly excluded and required to pay out of pocket for all healthcare services. The cost of healthcare in Canada is extremely high and the price is out of reach for most undocumented migrants (Campbell et al, 2014). Private insurance schemes often refuse to insure undocumented migrants outright or the cost is prohibitive. Certain categories of migrants who are in Canada legally but not eligible for Medicare (international students, for example) find that their private insurance excludes particular types of treatment, especially pregnancy and childbirth.

Research on the medically uninsured population shows a number of problems: avoidance of seeking care, delaying of seeking care, or accruing significant debt in order to access care (Hanley et al. 2014, Oxman-Martinez et al. 2005, Rousseau et al. 2008). There is also the significant risk that interaction with the health care system can lead to denunciation to immigration officials. Although hospitals in Quebec are not required to report undocumented migrants to immigration officials – and, indeed, patient confidentiality suggests that they should not – there have been a number of high-profile cases where this occurred though unofficial mechanisms.

Access to free or low-cost healthcare depends on either encountering sympathetic individuals within the public health care system who make an exception of not billing the
patient (Vanthuyne et al. 2013, Rousseau et al. 2014) or taking advantage of the province’s one volunteer-based clinic for uninsured migrants, operated by Doctors of the World, an international NGO.

**Access to health for migrants in Shanghai**

After adopting a market economy, China’s health care system has been undergoing substantial reform, transforming the previous ways in which the state-owned ‘work units’ that were responsible for providing health care for their urban employees, while rural residents had to depend on their collective communes for health care (Cooperative Medical Insurance) to emphasizing individual obligations and medical expenditures shared between social pooling and individual accounts (Liu, 2004).

Currently, there are three types of health insurance schemes in China, ‘Urban employee basic medical insurance’, ‘Urban resident basic medical insurance’, and ‘New cooperative medical schemes’. The first scheme requires the contribution from both employers and employees, but it is only mandatory for employees holding urban *hukou*. Unemployed urban *hukou* residents fall into the ‘Urban resident basic medical insurance’ scheme. Although rural-to-urban migrants work and reside in cities, they are not qualified to the first two schemes because of their rural *hukou*. Rural-to-urban migrants often have to return to their hometowns for treatment because the reimbursements from the rural cooperative insurance do not cover the medical cost in cities. Under Shanghai’s “comprehensive insurance system”, participating migrant workers (participation that depends on their employer’s willingness to contribute) were insured for their basic medical costs. In 2011, aiming to integrate migrants into urban local employee insurance system, Shanghai implemented a pilot program that allows migrant
workers to access ‘Urban employee basic medical insurance’, providing they pay a different contribution rate, usually higher than urban residents. However, many employers resisted having to make contributions for their migrant employees.

Access to education

Access to education for migrant children in Quebec

Quebec education law stipulates that all children have a right to education, in line with international human rights standards. The law goes on, however, to suggest that only Quebec residents have access to free education. Therein lies the problem for undocumented children. For while any child with any kind of legal immigration statues easily accesses free public education in the province, undocumented children were, until recently, more or less excluded (Protecteur du citoyen 2014).

Until 2013, many undocumented children were excluded from education because of, either, demands from the school boards for immigration papers proving their legal status or demands to pay tuition well beyond the means of the average family (Meloni et al. 2016, forthcoming). One effect of these demands was often to discourage families from pursuing their efforts to register their children in school out of fear of being denounced to immigration authorities. Another was for children to attend school while their families felt great stress over not being able to fulfil the administrative requirements of the school boards.

Similar to in Shanghai, local Quebec school boards receive funding according to the number of legally-resident children enrolled in their schools. Unable to provide the necessary documents, undocumented children were not funded by the Ministry of Education. So, unless
the school boards were able to make them pay tuition, their education was a drain on the already cash-strapped school boards budget. This being said, neither the school boards nor the Ministry of Education wanted to be responsible for the exclusion of undocumented children from school (Meloni et al. 2016).

A compromise was struck in 2013, whereby the Ministry of Education agreed to fund the education of children who had a letter of assessment from a publicly-employed social worker that attested to the need of the child to attend school for their health development. This “back door” to the education system is far from perfect – nor is it secure, especially as the provincial government is in a campaign of austerity – but it is functioning.

There remain important problems. First, the current system to provide free access to education is difficult and stressful for undocumented families. Second, schools remain a place where, again, through unofficial channels, undocumented children and their families are sometimes denounced to immigration authorities and apprehended. Because of this, sub-standard private schools become an alternative for many families. Finally, any access to education is closed to undocumented youth at the post-secondary level once they turn 18. For adults, only community-based, informal education programs are open to them.

Access to education for migrant children in Shanghai

In Chinese society, education is widely viewed as an effective means to achieve upward social mobility, and many migrants bring their children to cities for better education and life opportunities. However, due to lack of an urban hukou, many rural-to-urban migrant children were previously denied entry to the urban public education system. This is because education is a social entitlement attached to local hukou registration, local governments are allocating
resources based on the number of children registered within their jurisdiction. When children moved from rural to urban jurisdictions, it was difficult for rural governments to transfer resources to the urban jurisdiction, leaving host cities without any educational dollars for these children.

The central government began addressing this problem of lack of education for children in 1996, stipulating that migrant children should be given access to urban compulsory education, and urged municipalities to accept migrant children age between 6 and 14 in state-run or privately-run migrant children’s schools under the status of temporary students (Dong 2010; Wei & Hou, 2010).

Despite remarkable progress in national education policies, local governments remain almost entirely responsible for funding schools with little support from central government. Some municipalities remain resistant to giving migrant children full and equal access to education (Dong, 2010; Kwong, 2011). Shanghai, however, has been very responsive to central government’s policies to meet education needs of children of migrant workers. Public schools were encouraged to accept migrant children, and more state-subsidized schools were set up to accommodate migrant children for their compulsory education.

These measures have attracted more migrants coming to Shanghai with children, which poses more pressure on government to meet their educational needs. There have been setbacks, however, with Shanghai attempting to limit the arrival of new migrants and strengthen their management of this population. Since 2014, migrant families have been required to submit proof of their residence in Shanghai for the last two years and of their contributions to local social insurance programs for six continuous months in order for their children to qualify to
attend public schools (Shanghai Education News, 2013). This effective eliminated access to public education for many migrant children whose parents were self-employed or worked in informal service sectors where did not want to contribute for their employees.

Moreover, secondary and post-secondary education in cities is still problematic for migrant children. All university candidates, for example, must take university entrance exams in their place of *hukou* registration. Because school districts have different syllabi that are reflected in the university entrance exams, migrant children must also leave their parents to complete their high school in their community of *hukou* registration if they hope to be competitive in the exams.

**Access to housing**

*Access to housing for migrants in Quebec*

Access to housing in Quebec takes three forms: home ownership, commercial rental housing and, to a much lesser degree, subsidized social housing. Undocumented migrants, and most precarious migrants in general, are totally excluded from any form of public subsidy for housing but have full access to the private housing – according to their financial capacity (Rose and Charette 2014). Undocumented migrants in Canada are typically surviving at a subsistence economic level and find themselves relegated to a secondary housing market of poor-quality rental housing, often overcrowded (Ives et al. 2014). If they run into conflict with their landlord (ex. refusal to do repairs, abusive rent hikes), undocumented migrants would have full access to the provincial Rental Board, which mediates such conflicts. However, unscrupulous landlords having been known to take advantage of undocumented migrants, threatening to
report them to immigration authorities if they complain or resist poor treatment (Walsh et al. 2015).

**Access to housing for migrants in Shanghai**

Urban residents are able to obtain accommodation through one of three methods: buying property outright; paying higher rent for publicly-assigned apartments; or acquiring commercial rental housing through market mechanisms and participating in Affordable Homeownership Projects. A limited number of low-income urban families have the further option of obtaining subsidized low-rent public housing. Other than market-driven commercial housing, therefore, access to housing in the city is state-subsidized and based on *hukou* status; most rural-to-urban migrants are therefore excluded from access (Wu, 2002). Given the very high price of commercial housing and the limited financial capability of rural-to-urban migrants, the most common housing choice for migrant workers in Shanghai is cheap, poor-quality rental housing, followed by dormitories provided by their employers. Many of them can only find affordable housing in impoverished urban areas or city outskirts, especially during their initial settlement. These residential areas for migrant workers are known as “urban villages”, often characterized by high residential mobility and density, informal and substandard housing units, limited infrastructure, poor safety and hygiene, and social disorder. While there are no official statistics, there were an estimated 104 urban villages in Shanghai (Sun, 2013).
Discussion and conclusion: the production of social exclusion and its influence on individual and social outcomes

In this article, we have discussed the ways in which central and local policy frameworks have intersected to create the social exclusion of undocumented migrants in Quebec, Canada and Shanghai, China, thwarting people’s true capabilities (Sen, 2000), denying them access to important resources and restricting them to a situation of uncertainty and precarity (Meloni et al. 2014, Goldring, Berinstein, and Bernhard 2009, Chan 2010, Wu 2010). While the two contexts differ in many ways, particularly in terms of scale and international versus internal migration, they share a rapid growth in an undocumented population of migrant workers that has led policymakers to struggle to catch up to the new reality, even acknowledging to some degree the inevitability of this migration in the face of both push and pull factors. In both cases, the initial state reaction was punitive and exclusionary, but over time there have been certain openings to trying to address the human and social rights of these migrants, uneven between the two contexts. In this discussion, we reflect on the dangers of maintaining a policy of social exclusion from both an individual and a social perspective. We then conclude with a consideration of the degree to which a temporary residency permits address the problems of social exclusion.

What’s the impact on migrants themselves?

In our respective studies, it emerged that the social exclusion created by these policy frameworks had impacts far beyond simple exclusion from social benefits. In Montreal, the focus was on civil society organizations advocating for the rights of undocumented migrants
(Hanley et al. 2006, Hanley et al. 2012), while in Shanghai, data collection included rural-to-urban migrant children, their families and social workers engaged in a case study urban village (Wen and Hanley 2015b, a). In both contexts, however, what emerged for undocumented migrants was a life of great stress related to their uncertain status in their new home.

Undocumented migrants in both Quebec and Shanghai experience a sense of social exclusion in their daily lives and a feeling that it is impossible to make real plans for the future. In navigating the city, they fear being asked to justify their presence (potentially leading to deportation in the Canadian case) and feel less entitled to enjoy the benefits of city life. This is particularly true in Shanghai’s case, where migrant workers have made major economic contribution in the city’s process of becoming one of the richest international metropolitans. However, after being exploited for their labour value, aging migrant workers find themselves unable to stay in the city with a decent life, let alone ensure a promising future for their children. Their exclusion from affordable health care, public education and affordable, decent housing creates frustration and shame. Workers fear unemployment or lasting injury from their jobs; unless they work, their life in the city would become destitute. The stress can strain family relations and lead to mental health challenges. Undocumented migrants feel like second-class citizens.

This being said, for many undocumented migrants in both contexts, the alternative of returning to their communities of origin seems worse. In their home communities, they perceive lesser employment, health and educational opportunities. Although their lives are difficult in their new homes, they consider themselves to be drawing immediate, if meagre, financial benefit for their families and they expect their children to have access to much greater
opportunities in the future.

**What’s the social impact of the exclusion of undocumented migrants?**

In both Canada and China, there is a dual process of: on the one hand, a growing acceptance of the counter-productivity of the exclusion of undocumented migrants from social services, especially for children; and, on the other, a fear of this unknown and uncontrolled population. So while there are signs of openness in both contexts (back door to free public education in Quebec, possibility of changing *hukou* registration in China), there are also signs of crackdowns (increased immigration enforcement in Canada, increased school restrictions in Shanghai).

Nevertheless, there are definite negative consequences of two-tiered employment, health, education and housing systems. In all cases, the presence of a subpopulation unable to protect or promote their rights creates downward pressure for the whole system. It is difficult to pursue decent wages, for example, when there is a group of workers forced to accept lesser conditions. Public health is difficult to protect when there is a sub-population that avoids contact with health services. A less educated population is a drain on the overall economy, especially considering that many of the children excluded will eventually manage to regularize their status as adults. And the growth of informal and substandard housing arrangements poses problems for urban planning and public safety.

In this light, it would seem that both Canada and Shanghai are grappling with inevitability of irregular migration. Canada depends on migration for its economic and social wellbeing and, given the complexity of the current immigration system, it is inevitable that people will fall
through the cracks and become undocumented. While it seems possible for Canada to erect greater obstacles to entry to the country for those without legal permission, there is little to be done once people do enter legally. Once inside the country, irregular migrants are nearly impossible to distinguish from the immigrants in the general population, making effective enforcement extremely politically problematic. In Shanghai, the number of irregular migrants is overwhelming. The local economy has come to rely on their presence as both workers and consumers. And, without the presence of internal border controls, a highly unpalatable option, it is virtually impossible to block their movement.

It would seem, therefore, that, in both cases, the state is more likely to find success in managing this population through regularization than exclusion.

**Are temporary permits the answer?**

Both China and Canada have, at this point, extensive experience with temporary work/resident permits for migrants. Such permits can offer both management of the population and facilitate access to social welfare system, including the allocation of necessary resources to the local authorities providing social services. Temporary work/resident permits offer migrants a legal status and some degree of security. They also offer a possibility of linking migration to true labour market needs.

But experience in Canada and China shows several limitations to addressing the problems raised in this article. Such permits rarely give full access to the social welfare system for workers and their family members are rarely included in such schemes, leading to problematic family separation or certain families accompanying the worker as undocumented migrants. The temporary, dependent nature of the permits are a barrier to full realization of social rights,
particularly when the objective of the family is to settle permanently and invest in their futures. And, finally, the rights attached to such temporary permits are easily rescinded, as we have seen in recent years in both Canada (the 4-and-4 rule) and in China (Shanghai’s education restrictions).

It seems that, in China, there is some recognition of the problems with temporary permits. As of January 1st, 2016, the entire country is moving instead towards the allocation of (permanent) resident permits for internal migrants, a status in parallel with Canada’s permanent resident status for international migrants. While the extension of China’s resident permits does offer increased security for internal migrants, it is still a step away from allowing rural-to-urban migrants the possibility of changing their *hukou* registration to the local urban *hukou* (the equivalent of urban citizenship). Moreover, it is a fairly new policy, and its effectiveness in improving the life and situation for migrant workers still needs time to verify.

In Canada, however, the federal government under the Conservative party was going in the opposite direction, making it harder than ever for migrants to become permanent residents, as evidenced in the recent reforms to immigration policy, particularly changes to the Live-In Caregiver Program and restrictions on family reunification. We will see if there are significant changes under the newly elected (October 2015) Liberal Party; their electoral platform does offer some hope for improvement.

The need remains to recognize the human, social and economic imperative of offering stable and secure status for lower-tier economic migrants. The continued denial of these rights – their social exclusion – is a reflection of states’ denial of the reality of both the economic demands within their own economies and the push factors in the communities that migrants
feel forced to leave in search of better lives.
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